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ABSTRACT
IEEE 802.15.4 is a standard designed for low data rate wireless personal area networks 
(WPANs) intended to provide connectivity  to mobile devices. Such devices present considerable 
storage, energy, and communication constraints. However, they can be used in a variety of 
applications like home/office automation, environmental control and more. In order to extend the 
lifetime of the WPAN, we propose some changes to the standard including modifications to the 
Superframe Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) distribution which can be optimized to reduce energy 
consumption. We implemented the proposed improvements to the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol using 
real sensor nodes. Specifically, we conducted an energy  study of the proposed acknowledgment-
based GTS descriptor distribution scheme and compared the results with the standard 
implementation. Experiments show that the proposed changes reduce energy consumption up to 
nearly 50% when 7 devices allocate guaranteed time slots descriptors during normal 
communication.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a collection of nodes, typically  powered by batteries, 
organized into a cooperative network [1]. Each node, consisting of a microcontroller, a radio 
frequency (RF) transceiver, memory and a power source, performs an assigned task and 
communicates wirelessly  with other nodes in the same distributed network. Nodes in WSNs are 
deployed in ad hoc fashion in environments where the replacement of batteries or any other 
power supply  is costly and some times not feasible. In contrast to traditional wireless networks, 
sensor nodes are power constrained with limited computational capacity, which makes the energy 
consumption one of the main problem in wireless sensor networks. Energy is consumed when 
nodes perform any computation and during the communication process. Computation’s energy 
consumption keeps dropping due to advances in microcontrollers technologies leaving the 
communication process as the primary source of energy consumption. Communication in WSNs 
as well as ad hoc networks is controlled by a medium access control (MAC) protocol, which 
coordinates actions over a shared channel. Different energy-efficient MAC protocols have been 
proposed in [2-6] and in 2003 the IEEE 802.15.4 standard appeared to solve communication 
conflicts between different nodes platforms and radio transceivers.  
 The IEEE 802.15.4 standard (referred to as 802.15.4 hereinafter) is designed for personal 
area networks (PAN) with short distance and low power requirements, and defines both physical 
(PHY) and MAC layer. PANs can be used for home automation, industrial monitoring and sensor 
networking. The protocol supports several network types such as: star, cluster-tree or mesh. The 
network consists of full function devices (FFD) that perform network control tasks and reduced 
function devices (RFD) that perform data sensing and control tasks. Communication is facilitated 
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by the superframe structure that  is determined by  the PAN coordinator which is an FFD. The 
superframe consists of contention access period (CAP), contention free period (CFP) and an idle 
period. During CAP, nodes compete for the channel using slotted Carrier sense multiple access 
with collision avoidance (CSMA-CA). During CFP, channel access is based on reservations 
denoted as guaranteed time slots (GTS).
 In our previous work [7] we examined a potential energy-waster: tracking broadcast 
beacons.  Beacons sent by the coordinator are the only broadcast messages in 802.15.4, and a 
device may receive multiple copies of beacons although only one copy is necessary.  The 
structure of a beacon frame is given in figure 1, as described in [8].  Transmitting a packet to a 
large group when it  is only intended for a small group  can cause unnecessary energy 
consumption at nodes which are not interested in the packet [7].  Accordingly, in [7] we 
introduced an ACK-based scheme for distributing beacon information, whereby a node sends an 
ACK when it has received a beacon message, after which it can turn off its transceiver for a 
given amount of time in order to conserve valuable energy. The use of this improved GTS 
distribution proposed in [7] significantly  reduces the waste of bandwidth and energy  --two of the 
most precious commodities of a low rate WPAN.--
Figure 1. 802.15.4 Beacon Frame Structure.
 The only proving ground for our previous work was GTNetS in some cases, and in other 
cases only theoretical results were given.  As such, we go a step further by implementing the 
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proposed ideas in a network of actual sensor nodes. We see the work in  [9,10]  as invaluable, as 
Flora describes some of the many challenges facing work such as ours.  As Flora notes, there is a 
“wide gap between the specification of a standard and a real implementation” and “there are only 
a few actual deployments” [10]. His work gives us a foundation upon which to extend the work 
done in [7]. 
 In this thesis we present implementation details of improvements to the 802.15.4 MAC 
protocol. We validate our work through experiments and scale the results through simulations. 
We set different experimental configurations to simulate different scenarios when using GTSs 
during the CFP. The main contribution of our work is the presentation of the implementation 
details of our ACK-based scheme for distributing beacon information. Further, this scheme 
results in an increase in energy savings against the original standard without affecting the 
performance of the protocol.
 Following we introduce two important elements that we have used to complete this 
research: TinyOS and nesC.
1.1 TinyOS
 The operating system that is embedded in the sensors in this implementation is called 
TinyOS. This operating system is specifically designed for wireless embedded sensor networks 
like the sensors we use in our project. The event-driven execution model in TinyOS allows the 
maximum amount of power management while also maintaining scheduling flexibility to control 
the communication of the wireless nodes. TinyOS is a component-based operating system that 
has several built-in system components, including communication, sensing, and timers. By using 
a component model, unused OS services may be excluded from an application [11]. One of the 
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biggest advantages of TinyOS is that the core operating system only requires 396 bytes of 
memory, thus TinyOS is optimal for our work. 
 Here we present two important characteristics of TinyOS:
1)  Tasks and Events: Concurrency  of TinyOS is based on two concepts, events and tasks. 
An event has the ability to preempt events or other tasks and is called by the module. 
Tasks are a “deferred computation mechanism”, and run to completion without 
preemption from other tasks [11]. A component posts tasks, effectively dropping them off 
at the scheduler to be executed later, as the post operation returns immediately. Tasks 
should be operations that do not require immediate attention, and they  should be small 
enough to be executed in a relatively  brief period of time. Long operations may be split 
up into multiple tasks [11]. Events in TinyOS also run to completion, but they may 
preempt tasks and other events [11]. In TinyOS, events are essentially hardware 
interrupts, and they usually  signal the completion of another operation or some event 
from the environment, such as the reception of a message [11]. 
2)  Split-phase Operations: Tasks in TinyOS are non-preemptive, so TinyOS does not have 
any blocking operations. As described above, an operation essentially requests to be 
executed in the form of a command and the command is immediately  returned. Once the 
operation is actually completed, an event will be sent to the requesting process. The 
example of sending a packet is given in [11], where a component performs a send 
command to begin the transmission procedure, and a sendDone event is sent back to the 
original process. Thus each component in the transmission performs one half of the 
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operation, and the wiring connects the components and allows for proper communication 
of events. 
1.2 NesC 
 The programming language used on this research to have our wireless nodes interact with 
each other is nesC. This language is an extension of the C programming language and is 
designed for devices that must operate with serious memory and power constraints [11]. nesC is 
convenient for us to use because it has a great deal of built-in functions that make the 
communication between the nodes easier. A nesC application consists of one or more 
components linked together to form an executable, and each component provides and uses 
interfaces. The two types of components available in nesC are modules and configurations. 
Where modules provide application code implementing one or more interfaces, configurations 
are used in assembling components together (wiring) to form programs, connecting interfaces 
used by components to other interfaces. nesC is a static language, and thus does not allow for use 
of dynamic memory allocation. This allows programs and program compilation to be simpler and 
more accurate [11]. nesC is an extension of C, but  it was designed to be safer, while still allowing 
the low-level access to hardware that  the C language provides. Another key difference between C 
and nesC is that nesC is designed based on the TinyOS concept of components, described above. 
Here we show a brief snippet of nesC code where the similarity to C code is clear: 
interface Timer { 
command result_t start(char type, 
command result_t stop(); 
event result_t fired(); 
}
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2. RELATED WORK
 Various energy efficiency  analyses of the 802.15.4 protocol focused on the contention 
access period of the superframe, specifically in the CSMA/CA mechanism. The work done in the 
contention free period focused primarily  on the fairness of the scheduling algorithm. In [12],  the 
authors proposed an analytical model for the energy efficiency of the IEEE 802.15.4 CSMA/CA 
and presented a distributed mechanism to achieve power saving for contention control. In [13], 
the authors introduced an energy consumption estimation model used to calculate the power 
consumption of the different  radio transceiver states (e.g., transmission, reception). We used part 
of this work to estimate the energy consumption in our simulations in Chapter 7. Other work 
focuses on the CFP portion of a superframe, and how best to utilize and allocate GTSs among 
participating devices [7, 14-17]. In [14], an adaptive GTS allocation mechanism is proposed, 
noting the starvation possibility present in the current 802.15.4 design.   As such, the authors 
propose a two-step scheme where devices are first classified based on their recent GTS usage, 
then scheduled for GTSs based on superframe size, GTS capacity, and the device's priority, 
which is somewhat reminiscent of Central processing unit (CPU) scheduling. In [15] the authors 
proposed a GTS distribution also based on priorities. The coordinator keeps track of the 
transactions made by  the nodes and assigns a priority to each of them. GTSs are given to devices 
in a nondecreasing order of their priorities. In this research we did not used priorities for GTS 
distribution since we are doing implementation and real experiments and we did not have a large 
network. Instead, we used a simpler scenario where nodes allocate GTSs and use it until they 
finish transmitting all the data. Here we present the implementation details of our ACK-based 
scheme for distributing beacon information, whereby a node sends an ACK when it has received 
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a beacon message, after which it can turn off its transceiver for a given amount of time in order 
to conserve valuable energy. Further, we show via experimentation and simulation that the new 
modified 802.15.4 MAC protocol provides significant energy savings.
7
3. PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE IEEE 802.15.4
 There are two important changes to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol proposed in our 
previous work that we implemented. The changes include the use of the reserved bit in the 
superframe specification (Figure 2)  to make the GTS field optional, and the use of an ack-based 
GTS distribution.
Figure 2. 802.15.4 Superframe Specification.
 In the unmodified standard all devices in the PAN must track at least one beacon before 
transmitting or receiving data. The beacon includes a one-byte GTS field and a one-byte GTS 
direction. In a densely deployed energy-constrained PAN, omitting these two fields can provide 
substantial energy savings.
 In our implementation, the GTS field and GTS directions can be dynamically added or 
removed using the reserved bit in the superframe specification within the beacon. When the 
reserved bit equals 0, we use the standard beacon format that contains the GTS fields. When the 
reserved bit equals 1, the coordinator will send the new beacon format illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3. Modified 802.15.4 Beacon Frame Structure (no GTS).
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 The new ack-based GTS descriptor distribution consists of removing the descriptor from 
the beacon once the device requesting GTS allocation acknowledges its reception. Algorithm 1 
shows the steps followed by the device and coordinator to transfer information regarding GTS 
allocation and update of the GTS descriptor list. The algorithm running at the coordinator 
requires more computation than that of the transmitting nodes, but as mentioned in the standard 
implementation, a full function device (FFD) should have more computation capability and 
resources than a reduced function device (RFD).
 The acknowledgment frame format used in the new distribution is the same as that in the 
802.15.4 specification and the sequence number sent by the devices in the ACK is the assigned 
starting guaranteed time slot number. Although the acknowledged descriptors will not  be 
included in the beacon, the coordinator will a keep record of all the descriptors and the devices 
are still informed of the final CAP slot and the number of assigned GTS through the superframe 
specification.
 
9
Algorithm 1. GTS Distribution.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED CHANGES ON REAL SENSORS
4.1 Implementation Details
 The actual sensors are Tmote Sky from Moteiv (shown in Figure 4.) Tmote Sky features 
the Chipcon CC2420 radio for wireless communications, which is controlled by  the Texas 
Instruments MSP430 microcontroller.  
Figure 4. The Tmote Sky. 
 One of the challenges in working with 802.15.4 is that, while much research has been 
conducted in the area, many  of the implementations of the standard are proprietary, which we 
were not able to use since they are undocumented blackboxes [10] and cannot be modified. 
However, we were able to find two open source 802.15.4 implementations by Atmel and Open-
zb  [15-18]. The Atmel implementation was developed in the C language for the AT86RF230 
transceiver, but it lacks features like GTS, MAC-Security and MAC-Routing.  The Open-zb 
implementation supports the Chipcon CC2420 transceiver and was developed in nesC/TinyOS 
v1.15 and is the implementation that we used to do our experiments.  
 As in the standard [18], Open-zb uses a 16-bit variable where each field in the superframe 
specification is represented by  one or more bits (see Figure 2). Open-zb provides getter and 
setter functions that alter the bits in this superframe spec variable based on the individual fields, 
but the reserved bit, critical to correct operation of the protocol improvements proposed in [7], is 
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not provided in Open-zb.  As such, one of the steps was to change the parameters of the 
set_superframe_spec() function to add the reserved bit, as well as to add getter and setter 
functions for accessing and altering the reserved bit, which can be dynamically  changed from the 
application layer.  We then modified the GTS distribution process by making the GTS requesting 
devices send an acknowledgment right  after the reception of their descriptor in the beacon. Since 
the coordinator cannot identify the device sending the acknowledgment, we use the GTS starting 
slot assigned to each node as the sequence number in the ACK packet. This way, the coordinator 
can identify and remove the descriptor from the next beacons. When a device gets a descriptor 
with a GTS allocation, it saves the slot information and uses it to transmit data without 
processing the GTS characteristics of the following beacons. The coordinator only  includes GTS 
descriptors in the beacons when there is a new GTS allocation request or after rearrangement of 
the GTS slots after a GTS deallocation. Figure 5 shows a flow diagram with some of the actions 
and functions that we implemented.
 To monitor transmitted packets, we employ the use of the Texas Instruments CC2420 
Evaluation Board/Evaluation Module (Figure 6) in conjunction with the TI Chipcon packet 
sniffer (Figure 7), to provide a listing of the raw 802.15.4 packets being transmitted.  Like other 
sniffers, this application provides time-stamping of packets, packet highlighting based on fields, 
packet filtering, and a listing of devices being used. We show the modified GTS distribution of 
the 802.15.4 in figures 8-10. Figure 8 shows a beacon followed by a GTS request. Figure 9 
shows the beacon including one descriptor for the requesting node with ID 3. Figure 10 Shows 
the beacon without the descriptor but still the allocated GTS. The underlined 80 in the raw data 
means 0 GTS allocated, 81 means 1 GTS allocated.
12
Figure 5. How to Process an Arriving Packet.
13
Figure 6. CC2420EB with Evaluation Module.
Figure 7. Packet Sniffer and Fields Filter.
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Figure 8. Beacon Followed by GTS Request.
Figure 9. Beacon Including 1 Descriptor.
15
Figure 10. Beacon with 1 GTS and 0 Descriptors.
4.2 Validating 802.15.4 Changes
 In order to verify  that the improved 802.15.4 still behaves as the original standard, we ran 
experiments with both implementations using several nodes and one coordinator. We captured all 
the packets to analyze the communications pattern and the distributions. This is important 
because though we reduced the size of the packets, the general traffic pattern should be the same. 
Figure 11 shows the communication pattern of the 802.15.4 while figure 12 shows the revised 
802.15.4. Figure 13 and 14 show the packets distributions for both the original and the revised 
standard respectively when  two nodes and one coordinator are used.
16
Figure 11. Event Diagram Original 802.15.4.
Figure 12. Event Diagram Modified 802.15.4.
17
Figure 13. Packets Distributions Original 802.15.4.
Figure 14. Packets Distributions Modified 802.15.4.
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5. GTS ANALYSIS
5.1 Scenarios Using GTS
 There are two main scenarios that use GTSs. In the first scenario (Figure 15) sensor nodes 
send data to the coordinator right  after a specific event has occurred. For instance, nodes send to 
the coordinator a notification along with the monitored value when the temperature goes below 
60 degrees in a home temperature monitoring system. In this scenario, the transmitting nodes 
send a GTS request  to the coordinator and after receiving the descriptor, the data is sent. After 
transmission, the coordinator can deallocate the GTS descriptor without an explicit request. With 
our proposed changes, we will not have any  energy savings in this scenario since the GTS slot is 
needed just once per event.
Figure 15. GTS Scenario 1.
The second scenario (Figure 16) is when the nodes are constantly  transmitting data to the 
coordinator(s). Similar to the first scenario, each node will request a GTS and send data after 
receiving the descriptor. In this case, nodes will hold the assigned time slot until they  finish 
transmitting data. Then, they  send an explicit GTS deallocation request to inform the coordinator 
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of the end of the transmission so it can reuse that time slot. An example of this scenario is 
tracking people in a battlefield. Nodes send data to the coordinator when the person is moving 
and end the transmission when the person stops.
Figure 16. GTS Scenario 2.
 To compare the energy consumption of the  IEEE 802.15.4 standard with and without the 
proposed changes, we set up  experiments and simulations using both the original standard and 
the modified version for 2 and 3 nodes and we ran different configurations:
(1) Each node holds the GTS for 6 superframes, stops sending for half of that period (3 
superframes) and repeats the process 5 times. 
(2) Each node holds the GTS for 12 superframes, stops sending for half of that period (6 
superframes) and repeats the process 5 times. 
(3) Each node holds the GTS for 18 superframes, stops sending for half of that period (9 
superframes) and repeats the process 5 times. 
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(4) Each node holds the GTS for 32 superframes, stops sending for half of that period (16 
superframes) and repeats the process 5 times. 
 The idea of keeping the GTS for 6, 12, 18 and 32 superframes is to simulate varying 
amounts of data that  nodes need to transmit. If a node holds a GTS for 32 superframes, it  means 
that it has more data to transmit than a node that holds it for 6 superframes.
5.2 Effects of GTS Allocations
 According to [8], the coordinator has fifteen guaranteed time slots available to allocate up  
to seven devices. The size of the beacons and therefore the energy consumed when the nodes 
receive such beacons depends on when GTS allocations requests are generated. For example, if 2 
RFDs request a GTS at the same time, the subsequent beacons will contain two descriptors (19 
bytes). But if one device requests a guaranteed time slot right after the other devices deallocates 
its GTS, the beacons will contain one descriptor (16 bytes). In contrast to the original standard, 
our proposed GTS distribution mechanism removes the GTS descriptors from the beacons after 
acknowledgment, guaranteeing  that most of the communication time we will have 12-byte 
beacons (no descriptors in them). Assuming that there are many iterations of the allocation-
deallocation process, figures 17 and 18 show the best case and worst case scenarios for GTS 
allocations when using the standard GTS distribution mechanism for 2 GTS requesting nodes.
Figure 17. GTS Allocation Best Case.
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Figure 18. GTS Allocation Worst Case.
 Figure 19 and 20 show the beacon raw data when the coordinator has allocated GTSs for 
3 nodes. Figure 19 shows the beacon when using the original 802.15.4 and figure 20 when using 
modified standard. The difference in the beacon sizes is notable since in the original standard all 
the descriptors are included in every beacon and the modified standard removes the descriptors.
Figure 19. Original 802.15.4 Beacon with 3 GTSs Allocated
22
Figure 20. Modified 802.15.4 Beacon with 3 GTSs Allocated
23
6. EXPERIMENTS
 We ran over 20 hours of experiments with both the original and the modified 802.15.4, 
using brand new batteries for each trial. In this chapter we present the most relevant experiments 
concerning the energy consumption.
6.1 How to Measure Energy
 We had two methods for measuring voltage in batteries. The first one was to use the 
Oscilloscope application. On the telosb platform the Oscilloscope application instantiates a 
component called VoltageC, which reads data from the micro controller unit  (MCU) internal 
voltage and lets us visualize (Figure 21) and save sensor readings on the personal computer (PC). 
Before and after running each experiment, we used the Oscilloscope app  to take a sample of the 
initial and final voltage levels respectively, and then we simply calculate the percentage change.
Figure 21. Oscilloscope Readings.
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 The second method was to use a digital multimeter to measure voltage in the batteries. We 
measured the voltage before and after the experiments, and calculated the percentage change. 
Both methods for measuring voltage led to the same results in the percentage change.
6.2 Experiment Setup
 In [19], the node distances-energy consumed relation is analyzed showing that the energy 
spent increases when the distance between communicating nodes increments due to 
rearrangements of the transmit power. The energy consumption for transmission depends on the 
different transmit power (8 levels on the Chipcon CC2420) 17.4mA is the maximum. The power 
consumed when receiving packets is 19.7mA.
 Different nodes have to adapt their transmit power to achieve maximum energy efficiency 
since they might be at different distances from the coordinator and experience different path 
losses according to [20]. To fix transmit power levels, in our experiments we placed the nodes 
the same distance from the coordinator. In figure 22 we show a network of 10 nodes including 1 
coordinator. Out of the 9 nodes we only used 3 (or 2) nodes to request GTSs and communicate 
with the coordinator while the other 6 (or 7) were IDLE nodes. We assume that all the nodes 
within communication range of the coordinator have the same transmit power and therefore 
spend the same amount of energy when sending packets and receiving the beacons.
6.3 Experiment Details
 For the sake of simplicity, here we explain all the steps followed to compare the protocols 
and calculate the energy savings for one experimental configuration. An experimental 
configuration is the combination of one of the 4 configurations in Section V and a fixed number 
of GTS requesting nodes (from 1 to 7). In this case, we used 3 GTS requesting nodes, 1 
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coordinator and configuration 4 from Section V. We called this combination: Experimental 
Configuration 4 or EC4.
Figure 22. Experiments Topology.
 Table 1 shows the batteries' total initial voltage of each node for  both the original and the 
modified 802.15.4.
Table 1. Initial Volts Level for Experimental Configuration EC4.
 Using EC4 we ran one experiment using the original 802.15.4 and another with the 
modified version. All the packets transmitted throughout the experiments were captured using 
the TI Chipcon packet sniffer and saved in a psd binary file. We then used our custom C++ 
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program to parse the binary file and extract important information to evaluate the performance of 
both standards. Our parser generates a text file with details of the packets as shown in Table 2 
where we see that the amount of packets transmitted on both experiments are very  close.  Figure 
23 shows the goodput for both experiments and the total beacon bytes transmitted. Although the 
amount of beacons is about the same, we can see a notable difference in the amount of beacon 
bytes transmitted. This is result of our changes, where we send smaller-sized beacons most of the 
time.
Table 2. Packets Information for Experimental Configuration EC4.
 Once we have compared both standards, we measured again the volts left in the batteries 
(Table 3) to get the percentage change (Table 4). We can now calculate the average energy 
consumed in each experiment which is 0.395% with the original standard and 0.279% with the 
modified 802.15.4. Finally  we calculate the energy savings which in this case is 29.39% savings. 
This experiment was repeated several times using the configurations mentioned in Chapter 5.
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Figure 23. Goodput and Beacons Bytes Transmitted - Experimental Configuration EC4.
Table 3. Final Volts Level for Experimental Configuration EC4.
Table 4. Volts Percentage Change for Experimental Configuration EC4.
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 Using 2 GTS requesting nodes and 1 coordinator  we obtained 22.54% savings with 
configuration 2 from Section V (Experimental Configuration 2 or EC2) and 24.33% savings with 
configuration 3 (EC3). Using 3 GTS requesting nodes, 1 coordinator and a different 
configuration not specified in Section V where nodes used the GTS for 30 superframes,  we got 
27.03% savings (we called it  Experimental Configuration Extra or ECX). The energy savings 
results are shown in figure 24. In the original protocol when there are more nodes allocating 
GTSs, the size of the beacons are larger since they  allocate more descriptors. Also, when nodes 
have more data to transmit, the descriptors will remain in the beacons for more time which also 
implies larger beacons. With our changes the energy savings increased when we have more 
nodes allocating GTSs and/or more data to transmit.  In all the cases with all the configurations 
we achieve energy savings with our improved 802.15.4 protocol. (For more information about 
experiments refer to appendix A-U.)
Figure 24. Percentage of Energy Savings for Different Experimental Configurations
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 The IEEE 802.15.4 standard specifies that a WPAN can allocate up to 7 GTS requesting 
nodes. Unfortunately, the open source implementation that we used does not handle more than 3 
GTS requesting nodes and although we have the resources available, we could not get past 3 
requesting nodes and 1 coordinator. Therefore, in the next section we scaled our sensor network 
through simulations and compared the results with our experiments to illustrate the energy 
savings, when using our changes, as the network grew.
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7. ENERGY CONSUMPTION ANALYSIS AND SIMULATIONS
 We modeled both the normal GTS algorithm and the GTS optimized algorithm to 
investigate the energy  advantages of the GTS protocol modifications. For both we simulated all 
the possible combinations of GTS allocations using 1 coordinator and a range from 2 to 7 
reduced function devices to get the best and worst cases. From there we calculated the average 
amount of bytes that nodes received from beacons and the energy they consumed.
 The energy parameters: receiver current and transmit current are based on the CC2420 
specifications. These values are used to calculate energy consumption when transmitting and 
receiving data using equations (1) and (2) respectively. 
GTS Allocation: The coordinator periodically transmits a beacon at the interval defined by 
aBeaconOrder. If the device has data to transmit, the sensor generates a GTS request and 
handshaking occurs as described in Algorithm 1. The coordinator will allocate a GTS slot  to the 
device if a slot is available. When using the original standard, subsequent beacon frames will 
contain the GTS descriptor defining the device address, GTS slot  and direction. Otherwise, the 
beacons will not contain any descriptors after the handshake. Upon receiving the beacon with the 
GTS descriptor and saving this information, the device will schedule the pending packet to be 
transmitted at the allocated GTS slot. 
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GTS Deallocation: The GTS deallocation method is different between the normal protocol and 
GTS optimized protocol. A normal deallocation occurs after the GTS descriptor has been 
transmitted for aGTSDescPersistenceTime beacons. The optimized GTS algorithm deallocates 
the GTS after device has used the GTS and sends an explicit deallocation. 
Beacon Frame: The beacon frame size is identical between the normal and GTS optimized 
protocols. Beacon sizes depends on the number of descriptors that the coordinator has allocated. 
Beacons with no descriptors are 12 bytes. Beacons with 1 to 7 descriptors are 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 
31, 34 bytes respectively.
 For the simulations we focussed our attention on the beacons and the energy spent  when 
nodes receive such beacons since we assume that all the nodes transmit the same amount of data 
and therefore spend the same amount of energy on transmissions. We simulated all the cases for 
GTSs allocation (discussed in Chapter 5.2) to get an average amount of beacon bytes transmitted 
using each experimental configuration. Figure 25 shows the average number of beacon bytes 
received by each node when using Configuration 1 and Configuration 4 from Section V. With 
both configurations we saved more bytes when using our modified 802.15.4 protocol and when 
we have more data to transmit.
 Using formula (2) and the beacons bytes received by each node, we calculate the energy 
consumption for tracking beacons and compare it with our experimental results. Figure 26 shows 
the percentage energy savings for both experiments and simulations using experimental 
configurations EC2, EC3 and EC4. 
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Figure 25. Comparison of Received Bytes Original vs. Modified 802.15.4.
Figure 26. Percentage Energy Savings Experiments vs. Simulations
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 Although there is a small difference in the percentage of energy savings between the 
simulations and the experiments, the simulations results are very consistent with the experiments, 
validating our use of simulations to scale our analysis. The energy savings grow when the 
number of GTS requesting nodes increases and also when nodes have more data to transmit. 
Also, the simulations focus only on the energy spent when tracking beacons since we assume 
that all the nodes spend the same energy on transmissions.
 Figure 27 shows the percent difference in energy savings when receiving beacons against 
the baseline scenario. The baseline scenario is the 802.15.4 protocol without the GTS 
optimizations. The x-axis shows the number of superframes that each node holds the GTS, which 
represents the amount of data to transmit. The y-axis shows the percent difference in energy 
savings of each sensor receiving beacons.
Figure 27. Percent Difference in Energy Savings Against the Baseline Scenario.
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 The results show that the GTS optimizations increases energy savings in all the scenarios 
and the savings grow when we have more GTS requesting nodes and more data to transmit. We 
also notice that the proposed changes reduced energy consumption, from 15% savings up  to 
nearly 50% when 7 nodes allocate guaranteed time slots descriptors.
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8. CONCLUSION
 In this thesis we presented and implemented improvements to the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC 
protocol. We conducted experiments with real sensors and simulations using different 
configurations and scenarios. We compared the performance and energy consumption of our 
improved 802.15.4 protocol against the standard. The results show that our improved 
implementation has the same functionality as the original 802.15.4 and the GTS optimizations 
increase energy savings in all the scenarios. The energy savings go from 15% up  to nearly 50% 
according to the number of GTS requesting nodes.
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9. FUTURE WORK
 We have shown that our proposed changes to the 802.15.4 MAC protocol reduce sensor 
nodes energy consumption without affecting the protocol performance. Our future work is to 
investigate and make the throughput evaluation of the GTS mechanism of our optimized 
802.15.4 and compare it against the original GTS distribution. We will run timed experiments 
using both protocols to verify if our modified GTS distribution increases throughput since we 
send smaller-sized beacons most of the experiment time. We will also evaluate throughput  of our 
past experiments and set up other experiments with different configurations, specifically  using 
different values of the superframe order (SO). According to [21], there is a direct relation 
between the superframe order and the GTS throughput since the SO determines the length of the 
active period of the superframe.
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APPENDIX A: EXPERIMENT 1
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Ten nodes running for 4 hours. The diameter of the circle is 
40 cm.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5
Node 6
Node 7
Node 8
Node 9
Node 10
Total
3170 2996 174 5.489
3142 2955 187 5.952
3202 3009 193 6.027
3158 2970 188 5.953
3181 3012 169 5.313
3189 2995 194 6.083
3189 3000 189 5.927
3187 2997 190 5.962
3185 2996 189 5.934
3191 2998 193 6.048
3179 2993 186 5.851
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Capture 6 Total
Beacons
Node 2 GTS
Node 5 GTS
Node 8 GTS
Total Packets
411 2382 2661 2668 2835 243 11200
17 106 119 118 126 9 495
13 106 118 110 107 10 464
18 106 118 118 120 11 491
2793 21531 24136 24125 24090 2070 98745
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APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENT 2
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Ten nodes running for 2 hours. The diameter of the circle is 2 
meters.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5
Node 6
Node 7
Node 8
Node 9
Node 10
Total
2996 2961 35 1.168
2955 2918 37 1.252
3009 2969 40 1.329
2970 2932 38 1.279
3012 2985 27 0.896
2995 2962 33 1.102
3000 2968 32 1.067
2997 2960 37 1.235
2996 2959 37 1.235
2998 2970 28 0.934
2993 2940 53 1.771
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Total
Beacons
Node 2 GTS
Node 5 GTS
Node 8 GTS
Total Packets
463 3062 2901 6426
18 132 126 276
13 81 118 212
17 116 119 252
3298 22403 24073 49774
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APPENDIX C: EXPERIMENT 3
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Three nodes running for 2 hours at the minimum 
transmission power.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
2961 2928 33 1.114
2918 2887 31 1.062
2969 2941 28 0.943
Capture 1 Capture 2 Total
Beacons
Node 2 GTS
Total Packets
6329 1055 7384
281 48 329
23487 3780 27267
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APPENDIX D: EXPERIMENT 4
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Three nodes running for 2 hours at the maximum 
transmission power.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
2928 2893 35 1.195
2887 2852 35 1.212
2941 2903 38 1.292
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Total
Beacons
Node 2 GTS
Total Packets
3584 2820 771 7175
159 126 35 320
13312 10439 2946 26697
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APPENDIX E: EXPERIMENT 5
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Ten nodes running for 4 hours. The diameter of the circle is 
10 cm.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Battery
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5
Node 6
Node 7
Node 8
Node 9
Node 10
Total
3205 3050 155 4.836 Rayovac
3150 2987 163 5.175 Rayovac
3236 3068 168 5.192 Rayovac
3191 3023 168 5.265 Rayovac
3240 3070 170 5.247 Rayovac
3221 3054 167 5.185 Rayovac
3226 3060 166 5.146 Rayovac
3226 3045 181 5.611 Rayovac
3218 3050 168 5.221 Rayovac
3226 3055 171 5.301 Rayovac
3214 3046 168 5.227
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Total
Beacons
Node 2 GTS
Node 5 GTS
Node 8 GTS
Total Packets
2695 3088 3742 3573 1416 14514
119 136 165 159 64 643
119 137 164 158 63 641
118 72 0 18 63 271
24179 24066 23855 23912 12762 108774
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Total
Beacons
Node 2 DTA
Node 5 DTA
Node 8 DTA
Total Packets
0 0 0 0 0 0
3496 3996 4902 4668 1779 18841
3462 4057 4832 4661 1850 18862
3471 2118 0 526 1859 7974
24179 24066 23855 23912 12762 108774
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Total
Other Packets
Total Packets
10694 10449 10035 10132 5635 46945
108691
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APPENDIX F: EXPERIMENT 6
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Ten nodes running for 4 hours. The diameter of the circle is 
10 cm.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Battery
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5
Node 6
Node 7
Node 8
Node 9
Node 10
Total
3231 3050 181 5.602 Rayovac
3176 2993 183 5.762 Rayovac
3234 3049 185 5.720 Rayovac
3187 2998 189 5.930 Rayovac
3240 3054 186 5.741 Rayovac
3220 3034 186 5.776 Rayovac
3226 3037 189 5.859 Rayovac
3200 3000 200 6.250 Energizer
3199 2995 204 6.377 Energizer
3216 3007 209 6.499 Energizer
32129 30217 1912 5.951
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Capture 6 Capture 7 Total
Beacons
Node 2 GTS
Node 5 GTS
Node 8 GTS
Total 
Packets
2786 2517 2524 2550 1314 1737 476 13904
159 129 110 113 58 77 22 668
115 111 108 113 63 77 21 608
112 113 110 113 58 77 22 605
23713 23630 23618 23614 12152 16154 4395 127276
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Capture 6 Capture 7 Total
Beacons
Node 2 DTA
Node 5 DTA
Node 8 DTA
Total 
Packets
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3477 3303 3179 3336 1731 2290 614 17930
3318 3317 3122 3342 1732 2272 618 17721
2920 3230 3192 3331 1672 2272 614 17231
23713 23630 23618 23614 12152 16154 4395 127276
Capture 1 Capture 2 Capture 3 Capture 4 Capture 5 Capture 6 Capture 7 Total
Other 
Packets
Total 
Packets
10738 10904 11263 10706 5524 7346 2008 58489
127156
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APPENDIX G: EXPERIMENT 7
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Five nodes running for 1 hour.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Battery
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5
Total
3206 3122 84 2.620 Energizer
3157 3070 87 2.756 Energizer
3216 3123 93 2.892 Energizer
3162 3083 79 2.498 Energizer
3190 3118 72 2.257 Energizer
15931 15516 415 2.605
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APPENDIX H: EXPERIMENT 8
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Five nodes running for 1 hour.
Initial Level Final Level Difference Percentage 
Change
Battery
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 3
Node 4
Node 5
Total
3200 3118 82 2.563 Energizer
3197 3114 83 2.596 Energizer
3197 3109 88 2.753 Energizer
3195 3112 83 2.598 Energizer
3205 3117 88 2.746 Energizer
15994 15570 424 2.651
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APPENDIX I: EXPERIMENT 9
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
(A)
Original Initial energy Final Energy %
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 4
3215 3205 10 0.311
3151 3143 8 0.254
3167 3162 5 0.158
(B)
Original Initial energy Final Energy %
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 4
3205 3197 8 0.25
3143 3137 6 0.19
3162 3153 9 0.28
9(A) 9(B) 9(C) 9(D)
Total packets:
beacons=255
gts=20
acks=600
data=585
unknown=0
total=1460
Detail of packets:
beacons=255
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=294
data4=291
Goodput:
1170 bytes
Total bytes sent:
16959
Total packets:
beacons=256
gts=20
acks=609
data=589
unknown=2
total=1476
Detail of packets:
beacons=256
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=295
data4=294
Goodput:
1178 bytes
Total bytes sent:
17084
Total packets:
beacons=254
gts=20
acks=599
data=582
unknown=4
total=1459
Detail of packets:
beacons=254
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=290
data4=292
Goodput:
1164 bytes
Total bytes sent:
16923
Total packets:
beacons=254
gts=20
acks=605
data=588
unknown=0
total=1467
Detail of packets:
beacons=254
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=294
data4=294
Goodput:
1176 bytes
Total bytes sent:
17018
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APPENDIX J: EXPERIMENT 10
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
(A)
Original Initial energy Final Energy %
Coordinator
Node 2
Node 4
3201 3197 4 0.125
3157 3151 6 0.19
3162 3157 5 0.158
10(A) 10(B) 10(C) 10(D)
Total packets:
beacons=258
gts=20
acks=616
data=584
unknown=2
total=1480
Detail of packets:
beacons=258
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=293
data4=291
Goodput:
1168 bytes
Total bytes sent:
15990
Total packets:
beacons=255
gts=20
acks=610
data=584
unknown=3
total=1472
Detail of packets:
beacons=255
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=309
data4=275
Goodput:
1168 bytes
Total bytes sent:
15905
Total packets:
beacons=260
gts=20
acks=615
data=586
unknown=0
total=1481
Detail of packets:
beacons=260
gts2=10
gts4=10
data2=293
data4=293
Goodput:
1172 bytes
Total bytes sent:
16045
Total packets:
beacons=264
gts=23
acks=492
data=451
unknown=3
total=1233
Detail of packets:
beacons=264
gts2=10
gts4=13
data2=330
data4=119
Goodput:
898 bytes
Total bytes sent:
13461
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APPENDIX K: EXPERIMENT 11
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Three nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
11(A) 11(B) 11(C) 11(D)
Total packets:
beacons=283
gts=26
acks=1031
data=1001
unknown=3
total=2344
Detail of packets:
beacons=283
gts3=6
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=411
data4=295
data5=0
data6=295
Goodput:
2002 bytes
Total bytes sent:
26669
Total packets:
beacons=285
gts=30
acks=911
data=884
unknown=0
total=2110
Detail of packets:
beacons=285
gts3=10
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=294
data4=295
data5=0
data6=295
Goodput:
1768 bytes
Total bytes sent:
24075
Total packets:
beacons=287
gts=24
acks=724
data=700
unknown=1
total=1736
Detail of packets:
beacons=287
gts3=9
gts4=6
gts5=0
gts6=9
data3=322
data4=58
data5=0
data6=320
Goodput:
1400 bytes
Total bytes sent:
20056
Total packets:
beacons=285
gts=28
acks=963
data=941
unknown=1
total=2218
Detail of packets:
beacons=285
gts3=8
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=354
data4=296
data5=0
data6=291
Goodput:
1882 bytes
Total bytes sent:
25261
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APPENDIX L: EXPERIMENT 12 
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Three nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
12(A) 12(B) 12(C) 12(D)
Total packets:
beacons=283
gts=26
acks=1059
data=1003
unknown=1
total=2372
Detail of packets:
beacons=283
gts3=6
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=413
data4=295
data5=0
data6=295
Goodput:
2006 bytes
Total bytes sent:
25166
Total packets:
beacons=283
gts=26
acks=965
data=911
unknown=2
total=2187
Detail of packets:
beacons=283
gts3=7
gts4=9
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=384
data4=232
data5=0
data6=295
Goodput:
1822 bytes
Total bytes sent:
23146
Total packets:
beacons=285
gts=23
acks=1039
data=1003
unknown=5
total=2355
Detail of packets:
beacons=285
gts3=7
gts4=6
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=414
data4=295
data5=0
data6=294
Goodput:
2006 bytes
Total bytes sent:
25085
Total packets:
beacons=280
gts=26
acks=1080
data=995
unknown=3
total=2384
Detail of packets:
beacons=280
gts3=10
gts4=6
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=406
data4=293
data5=0
data6=296
Goodput:
1990 bytes
Total bytes sent:
25124
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APPENDIX M: EXPERIMENT 13
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Four nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
13(A) 13(B) 13(C) 13(D)
Total packets:
beacons=328
gts=36
acks=953
data=910
unknown=9
total=2236
Detail of packets:
beacons=328
gts3=6
gts4=9
gts5=10
gts6=11
data3=95
data4=276
data5=279
data6=253
Goodput:
1806 bytes
Total bytes sent:
24923
Total packets:
beacons=317
gts=40
acks=1158
data=1096
unknown=12
total=2623
Detail of packets:
beacons=317
gts3=10
gts4=10
gts5=10
gts6=10
data3=230
data4=295
data5=276
data6=291
Goodput:
2184 bytes
Total bytes sent:
27789
Total packets:
beacons=317
gts=38
acks=1049
data=964
unknown=11
total=2379
Detail of packets:
beacons=317
gts3=10
gts4=13
gts5=8
gts6=7
data3=227
data4=230
data5=216
data6=277
Goodput:
1900 bytes
Total bytes sent:
24698
Total packets:
beacons=323
gts=24
acks=1040
data=997
unknown=8
total=2392
Detail of packets:
beacons=323
gts3=5
gts4=8
gts5=10
gts6=1
data3=282
data4=416
data5=288
data6=7
Goodput:
1986 bytes
Total bytes sent:
25924
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APPENDIX N: EXPERIMENT 14
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
Experiment 14(A)
coordinator
node 3
node 4
node 6
Experiment 14(B)
coordinator
node 3
node 4
node 6
1.635 1.641 3.276 1.63 1.635 3.265 0.335775
1.636 1.638 3.274 1.633 1.631 3.264 0.305437
1.639 1.637 3.276 1.634 1.632 3.266 0.30525
1.639 1.639 3.278 1.634 1.634 3.268 0.305064
1.637 1.637 3.274 1.631 1.631 3.262 0.366524
1.637 1.639 3.276 1.634 1.632 3.266 0.30525
1.642 1.637 3.279 1.632 1.637 3.269 0.304971
1.646 1.646 3.292 1.64 1.64 3.28 0.36452
14(A) 14(B)
Total packets:
beacons=291
gts=22
acks=662
data=641
unknown=3
total=1619
Detail of packets:
beacons=291
gts3=3
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=9
data3=293
data4=290
data5=0
data6=58
Goodput:
1282 bytes
Total bytes sent:
18824
Total packets:
beacons=291
gts=21
acks=613
data=592
unknown=5
total=1522
Detail of packets:
beacons=291
gts3=10
gts4=1
gts5=0
gts6=10
data3=294
data4=4
data5=0
data6=294
Goodput:
1184 bytes
Total bytes sent:
18507
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APPENDIX O: EXPERIMENT 15
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 30 superframes.
Experiment 15(A)
coordinator
node 3
node 4
node 6
Experiment 15(B)
coordinator
node 3
node 4
node 6
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.638 1.635 3.273 1.631 1.632 3.263 0.30553
1.642 1.633 3.275 1.629 1.638 3.267 0.244275
1.635 1.643 3.278 1.639 1.631 3.27 0.244051
1.641 1.638 3.279 1.638 1.635 3.273 0.182983
1.633 1.638 3.271 1.628 1.633 3.261 0.305717
1.635 1.634 3.269 1.631 1.631 3.262 0.214133
1.635 1.637 3.272 1.632 1.633 3.265 0.213936
1.635 1.636 3.271 1.632 1.633 3.265 0.18343
15(A) 15(B)
Total packets:
beacons=292
gts=19
acks=1167
data=1125
unknown=3
total=2606
Detail of packets:
beacons=292
gts3=3
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=6
data3=413
data4=296
data5=0
data6=416
Goodput:
2250 bytes
Total bytes sent:
27537
Total packets:
beacons=290
gts=19
acks=664
data=611
unknown=4
total=1588
Detail of packets:
beacons=290
gts3=3
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=6
data3=295
data4=58
data5=0
data6=258
Goodput:
1222 bytes
Total bytes sent:
17213
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APPENDIX P: EXPERIMENT 16
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 12 superframes.
12I - 2 Nodes
coordinator
node 3
node 4
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.613 1.616 3.229 1.613 1.61 3.223 0.185816
1.608 1.61 3.218 1.605 1.608 3.213 0.155376
1.614 1.612 3.226 1.611 1.609 3.22 0.185989
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Total packets:
beacons=157
gts=21
acks=268
data=232
unknown=6
total=684
Detail of packets:
beacons=157
gts3=10
gts4=11
gts5=0
gts6=0
data3=115
data4=117
data5=0
data6=0
Goodput:
464 bytes
Total beacon bytes:
2422
Total bytes sent:
7473
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APPENDIX Q: EXPERIMENT 17
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 18 superframes.
18I - 2 Nodes
coordinator
node 3
node 4
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.615 1.617 3.232 1.613 1.612 3.225 0.216584
1.616 1.616 3.232 1.613 1.613 3.226 0.185644
1.611 1.614 3.225 1.608 1.611 3.219 0.186047
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Total packets:
beacons=171
gts=20
acks=385
data=347
unknown=0
total=923
Detail of packets:
beacons=171
gts3=10
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=0
data3=176
data4=171
data5=0
data6=0
Goodput:
694 bytes
Total beacon bytes:
2665
Total bytes sent:
10015
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APPENDIX R: EXPERIMENT 18
 Modified 802.15.4 Standard. Three nodes holding GTS for 32 superframes.
32I - 3 Nodes
coordinator
node 3
node 4
node 5
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.614 1.61 3.224 1.609 1.606 3.215 0.279156
1.614 1.614 3.228 1.609 1.61 3.219 0.27881
1.616 1.614 3.23 1.609 1.612 3.221 0.278638
1.614 1.608 3.222 1.61 1.603 3.213 0.27933
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Total packets:
beacons=301
gts=30
acks=935
data=946
unknown=4
total=2216
Detail of packets:
beacons=301
gts3=10
gts4=10
gts5=10
data3=317
data4=315
data5=314
data6=0
Goodput:
1892 bytes
Total beacon bytes:
4482
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APPENDIX S: EXPERIMENT 19
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 12 superframes.
12I - 2 Nodes
coordinator
node 3
node 4
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.616 1.609 3.225 1.606 1.611 3.217 0.248062
1.611 1.616 3.227 1.608 1.612 3.22 0.21692
1.614 1.617 3.231 1.611 1.613 3.224 0.216651
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Total packets:
beacons=124
gts=20
acks=252
data=232
unknown=2
total=630
Detail of packets:
beacons=124
gts3=10
gts4=10
gts5=0
gts6=0
data3=115
data4=117
data5=0
data6=0
Goodput:
464 bytes
Total beacon bytes:
2338
Total bytes sent:
7298
58
APPENDIX T: EXPERIMENT 20
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Two nodes holding GTS for 18 superframes.
18I - 2 Nodes
coordinator
node 3
node 4
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.608 1.61 3.218 1.604 1.605 3.209 0.279677
1.608 1.61 3.218 1.604 1.606 3.21 0.248602
1.607 1.613 3.22 1.608 1.604 3.212 0.248447
20
Total packets:
beacons=171
gts=11
acks=193
data=181
unknown=1
total=557
Detail of packets:
beacons=171
gts3=10
gts4=1
gts5=0
gts6=0
data3=177
data4=4
data5=0
data6=0
Goodput:
362 bytes
Total beacon bytes:
3442
Total bytes sent:
7243
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APPENDIX U: EXPERIMENT 21
 Original 802.15.4 Standard. Three nodes holding GTS for 32 superframes.
32I - 3 Nodes
coordinator
node 3
node 4
node 5
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total initial 
(Volts)
battery 1 
(Volts)
battery 2 
(Volts)
total final 
(Volts)
%change
1.608 1.614 3.222 1.601 1.607 3.208 0.434513
1.615 1.615 3.23 1.609 1.608 3.217 0.402477
1.616 1.616 3.232 1.61 1.61 3.22 0.371287
1.614 1.611 3.225 1.608 1.605 3.213 0.372093
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Total packets:
beacons=300 
gts=30
acks=967
data=946
unknown=3
total=2246
Detail of packets:
beacons=300
gts3=10
gts4=10
gts5=10
data3=316
data4=313
data5=317
data6=0
Goodput:
1892 bytes
Total beacon bytes:
6267
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APPENDIX V: PSD PARSER
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <string>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#define filename "../Experiment 12/with_energy/2.psd"  //file to read
#define sizefileY "./Experiment 12/bytes-e12ya" //files to write
#define sizefileX "./Experiment 12/bytes-e12xa"
#define eventfileY "./Experiment 12/event-e12ya"
#define eventfileX "./Experiment 12/event-e12xa"
#define fileinfo "./Experiment 12/with_energy/experiment12b"
using namespace std; 
struct pc{
int num;
};
struct packet{
int timestamp;
char length[4];
char rawdata[124];
};
char *binary (unsigned int v) {
 static char binstr[9] ;
 int i ;
 binstr[8] = '\0' ;
 for (i=0; i<8; i++) {
  binstr[7-i] = v & 1 ? '1' : '0' ;
  v = v / 2 ;
 }
 return binstr ;
}
void binary_print(int number) {
    int remainder;
    if(number <= 1) {
        cout << number;
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        return;
    }
    remainder = number%2;
    binary(number >> 1);    
    cout << remainder;
}
void showpackets(int number)
{ 
 FILE *f;
 int i,count;
 struct pc packetcount;
 struct packet pk;
 f=fopen(filename,"r");
        fread(&packetcount,sizeof(struct pc),1,f);
 binary(int(pk.length[1]));
 if(number==0)
  count=packetcount.num;
 else
  count=number;
 for(i=0;i<count;i++){
  fread(&pk,sizeof(struct packet),1,f);
printf("%X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X 
%X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X %X \n", pk.length[0], 
pk.length[1],pk.length[2],pk.length[3],pk.length[4],pk.length[5],pk.length[6],pk.length[7],pk.len
gth[8],pk.length[9],pk.length[10],pk.length[11],pk.length[12],pk.length[13],pk.length[14],pk.len
gth[15],pk.length[16],pk.length[17],pk.length[18],pk.length[19],pk.length[20],pk.length[21],pk.l
ength[22],pk.length[23],pk.length[24],pk.length[25],pk.length[26],pk.length[27],pk.length[28],p
k.length[29],pk.length[30]);
 }
 fclose(f);
}
void totalpackets()
{ 
 FILE *f;
 FILE *filec1;
 int i;
 int ack,gts,beacon,other,data;
 ack=gts=beacon=other=data=0;
 struct pc packetcount;
 struct packet pk;
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 f=fopen(filename,"r");
 filec1 = fopen(fileinfo,"w");
        fread(&packetcount,sizeof(struct pc),1,f);
 binary(int(pk.length[1]));
 for(i=0;i<packetcount.num;i++){
         fread(&pk,sizeof(struct packet),1,f);
  if(pk.length[1]==0x63 && (pk.length[6]==0x03 || pk.length[6]==0x04 || 
pk.length[6]==0x05 || pk.length[6]==0x06)){
   gts++;
  }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x40){
   beacon++;
  }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x02){
   ack++;
  }else{ 
  if(pk.length[1]==0x21){
   data++;
  }else{ 
   other++;
  }}}}
 }
 printf("\nTotal packets:\nbeacons=%d\ngts=%d\nacks=%d\ndata=%d\nunknown=%d
\ntotal=%d\n", beacon,gts,ack,data,other,packetcount.num);
 fprintf(filec1,"Total packets:\nbeacons=%d\ngts=%d\nacks=%d\ndata=%d\nunknown=
%d\ntotal=%d\n", beacon,gts,ack,data,other,packetcount.num);
 fclose(f);
 fclose(filec1);
}
void detailedpackets()
{ 
 FILE *f;
 FILE *filec1;
 int i;
 int gts3,gts4,gts5,gts6,dta3,dta4,dta5,dta6,beacon;
 gts3=gts4=gts5=gts6=dta3=dta4=dta5=dta6=beacon=0;
 struct pc packetcount;
 struct packet pk;
 f=fopen(filename,"r");
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 filec1 = fopen(fileinfo,"a");
        fread(&packetcount,sizeof(struct pc),1,f);
 binary(int(pk.length[1]));
 for(i=0;i<packetcount.num;i++){
         fread(&pk,sizeof(struct packet),1,f);
  if(pk.length[1]==0x40)
   beacon++;
  if(pk.length[1]==0x63){
   if(pk.length[6]==0x03)
    gts3++;
   if(pk.length[6]==0x04)
    gts4++;
   if(pk.length[6]==0x05)
    gts5++;
   if(pk.length[6]==0x06)
    gts6++;
  }
  if(pk.length[1]==0x21){
   if(pk.length[10]==0x03)
    dta3++;
   if(pk.length[10]==0x04)
    dta4++;
   if(pk.length[10]==0x05)
    dta5++;
   if(pk.length[10]==0x06)
    dta6++;
  }
 }
 printf("\nDetail of packets:\nbeacons=%d\ngts3=%d\ngts4=%d\ngts5=%d\ngts6=%d
\ndata3=%d\ndata4=%d\ndata5=%d\ndata6=%d
\n",beacon,gts3,gts4,gts5,gts6,dta3,dta4,dta5,dta6);
 printf("\nGoodput:\n%d bytes\n",(dta3+dta4+dta5+dta6)*2); 
 fprintf(filec1,"\nDetail of packets:\nbeacons=%d\ngts3=%d\ngts4=%d\ngts5=%d\ngts6=
%d\ndata3=%d\ndata4=%d\ndata5=%d\ndata6=%d
\n",beacon,gts3,gts4,gts5,gts6,dta3,dta4,dta5,dta6);
 fprintf(filec1,"\nGoodput:\n%d bytes\n",(dta3+dta4+dta5+dta6)*2);
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 fclose(filec1);
 fclose(f);
}
void bytestoplot()
{ 
 FILE *f;
 FILE *filec1;
 FILE *filec2;
 FILE *filec3;
 int i,ext,bytes;
 int otherpkt;
 int ack;
 otherpkt=ack=0;
 struct pc packetcount;
 struct packet pk;
 f=fopen(filename,"r");
 filec1 = fopen(sizefileY,"w");
 filec2 = fopen(sizefileX,"w");
 filec3 = fopen(fileinfo,"a");
        fread(&packetcount,sizeof(struct pc),1,f);
 binary(int(pk.length[1]));
 bytes=ext=0;
 for(i=0+ext;i<packetcount.num+ext;i++){
         fread(&pk,sizeof(struct packet),1,f);
  if(pk.length[0]==0xF) {
   fprintf(filec1,"15\n"); bytes=bytes+15;}else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0xB)  {
   fprintf(filec1,"11\n"); bytes=bytes+11;}else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x13) {
   fprintf(filec1,"19\n"); bytes=bytes+19;}else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x5) {
   fprintf(filec1,"5\n"); bytes=bytes+5;}else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x16) {
   fprintf(filec1,"22\n"); bytes=bytes+22;}else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x19) {
   fprintf(filec1,"25\n"); bytes=bytes+25;}else{
   //printf("-\n"); 
  }}}}}}
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  if(pk.length[0]==0xF) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0xB)  {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x13) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x5) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x16) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[0]==0x19) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
   //printf("-\n"); 
  }}}}}}
 }
 printf("\nTotal bytes sent: %d\n",bytes); 
 fprintf(filec3,"\nTotal bytes sent:\n%d\n",bytes); 
 fclose(f);
 fclose(filec1);
 fclose(filec2);
 fclose(filec3);
}
void eventstoplot()
{ 
 FILE *f;
 FILE *filec1;
 FILE *filec2;
 int i,ext;
 int otherpkt;
 int ack;
 otherpkt=ack=0;
 struct pc packetcount;
 struct packet pk;
 f=fopen(filename,"r");
 filec1 = fopen(eventfileY,"w");
 filec2 = fopen(eventfileX,"w");
        fread(&packetcount,sizeof(struct pc),1,f);
 binary(int(pk.length[1]));
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 ext=0;
 for(i=0+ext;i<packetcount.num+ext;i++){
         fread(&pk,sizeof(struct packet),1,f);
  if(pk.length[1]==0x40) {
   fprintf(filec1,"1\n"); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x2)  {
   fprintf(filec1,"2\n"); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x63 && pk.length[6]==0x02) {
   fprintf(filec1,"3\n"); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x63 && pk.length[6]==0x04) {
   fprintf(filec1,"4\n"); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x21 && pk.length[10]==0x02) {
   fprintf(filec1,"5\n"); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x21 && pk.length[10]==0x04) {
   fprintf(filec1,"6\n"); }else{
   fprintf(filec1,"7\n"); //unknown
  }}}}}}
  if(pk.length[1]==0x40) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x2)  {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x63 && pk.length[6]==0x02) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x63 && pk.length[6]==0x04) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x21 && pk.length[10]==0x02) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
  if(pk.length[1]==0x21 && pk.length[10]==0x04) {
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i); }else{
   fprintf(filec2,"%d\n",i);
  }}}}}}
 }
}
int  main(int argc, int *argv[])
{
 showpackets(20);
 totalpackets();
 detailedpackets();
 bytestoplot();
 eventstoplot();
}
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APPENDIX W: DESCRIPTOR SIMULATOR
 Program to simulate all the possible combinations of descriptors for 2 to 7 GTSs requests 
nodes and calculate the average beacons bytes transmitted when using the original 802.15.4.
#include <iostream>
#include <fstream>
#include <string>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <ctype.h>
#define B 32
#define I 5
using namespace std; 
int minimo = 9999999;
int maximo = 0;
int counter = 0;
void add(int *beacon,int m,int nodes)
{ 
 int addbeacon[(B + B/2)*I*2];
 int i,j,k,total; 
 j=m;
 total=0;
 counter++;
 for(k=0; k<(B+B/2)*I*2; k++)
  addbeacon[k]=beacon[k];
 for(i=0;i<I;i++){
  for(k=0; k<(B+B/2); k++){
   if(k < B)
    addbeacon[j]++;
   j++;
  }  
 }
 if(nodes>2){
  for(int l=0;l<B+1;l++){
   add(addbeacon,l,nodes-1);
  }
 }
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 //PRINT OUT 
 system("clear");
 for(k=0; k<(B+B/2)*I; k++)
  printf(" %d ",addbeacon[k]);
 printf("\n%d nodes\nmin=%d\nmax=%d\ncombinations=%d\n",nodes,minimo,maximo, 
counter);
 if(nodes==2)
 {
  for(k=0; k<(B+B/2)*I; k++){
   if(addbeacon[k]==0)
    total=total+12;
   if(addbeacon[k]==1)
    total=total+16;
   if(addbeacon[k]==2)
    total=total+19;
   if(addbeacon[k]==3)
    total=total+22;
   if(addbeacon[k]==4)
    total=total+25;
   if(addbeacon[k]==5)
    total=total+28;
   if(addbeacon[k]==6)
    total=total+31;
   if(addbeacon[k]==7)
    total=total+34; 
  }
 
  if(total < minimo)
   minimo=total;
  if(total > maximo)
   maximo=total;
 }
}
void move(int *beacon,int m)
{ 
 int i,j,k; 
 j=m;
 for(k=0; k<(B+B/2)*I*2; k++)
  beacon[k]=0;
 for(i=0;i<I;i++){
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  for(k=0; k<(B+B/2); k++){
   if(k < B)
    beacon[j]=1;
   j++;
  }  
 }
 counter++;
}
void ini(int *beacon)
{ 
 for(int k=0; k<(B+B/2)*I*2; k++)
  beacon[k]=0;
}
int  main(int argc, int *argv[])
{
 int beacon[(B + B/2)*I*2],k,nodes;
 nodes=2;
 for(int i=0;i<B+1;i++){
  //system("clear");
  move(beacon,i);
  for(int j=0;j<B+1;j++){
   add(beacon,j,nodes);
  }  
 }
 //printf("%d nodes\nmin=%d\nmax=%d\ncounter=%d\n",nodes,minimo,maximo, 
counter);
}
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